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ABSTRACT
Analysis of textures is performed with finite number of grains in exploring the statistical properties that are
obtained experimentally and analyzed for gray level coocurrence features. The article attempts novel
method in analysis of liquid crystalline mesogen exhibiting nematic texture with image processing
techniques for variety of features and its relevance to the texture quantitatively. The texture possesses
orientation property with rod like molecules along the director where the centre of symmetry coincides with
centre of gravity. The nematic texture is obtained for p-azozyanisole is thermotropic liquid crystal which is
monotropic that experience the same texture in both heating and cooling process. The results of
measurements reveal that it has minimum energy associated with clusters formed during the transition with
low energy and entropy responsible for first order transition along with relevant attributes responsible for
texture in the entire process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Liquid crystals [1-2] reflect the characteristic textures that vary with temperature and
concentration termed as thermotropic and later as lyotropic liquid crystals. These molecules that
are innumerable in number with different spatial organizations shear due to its anisotropic nature
with temperature are considered. The packing of these molecules change due to thermal energy
giving rise to different liquid crystalline textures[3-4] .An attempt is made on these textures with
image processing techniques[5-8] exploring the gray level coocurence[9-11] features. Generally
speaking texture refers to repetition of pattern that is complex with number of units termed as
pixels with units and subunits described with coarse, grained, smooth, brightness, color, shape,
size etc and further change in different regions. Texture classification is concerned with
identifying different regions from set of textures and segmentation is concerned with boundaries
between various regions of texture in an image. These textures discriminate between different
regions, produce descriptions and to segment an image. Analysis of these textures are performed
with mathematical method involving statistical procedures[9] that determine the variations in
image and further in extracting information that provide certain specified features. Molecule the
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p-azoxyanisole with chemical formula C14N2O3H14 that is organic, white and aromatic compound
in solid state exhibiting liquid crystalline is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Molecular Structure of p-azoxyanisole

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Liquid crystal the p-azoxyanisole is purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as such without any
purification. Texture studies are performed with optical microscope Olympus BX-51 fitted with
heating stage at the rate of 1oC /minute. Textures are obtained with slide is prepared rubbing glass
plate in only one specified direction and sample is placed on it .This sample is placed on heating
stage for observation with transparent cover slip over it. The sample is subjected to repeated scans
for its thermal stability.
Quantitative analysis of textures is realized with numerous textures of entire liquid crystalline
material in the entire process of heating and cooling and extraction of data by processing them.
The correlation is established between two methods viz with texture measurements performed by
optical microscopy and data obtained from the textures obtained by processing the image with
MATLAB software. These textures are arranged sequentially according to temperature both in
heating and cooling. By using MATLAB 7.2 the images are resized into 128X128 and converted
into gray scale images and by using MATLAB code for computing the GLCM features. Studies
are performed with illustrative graphs between various physical quantities labeled as parameter
and temperatures responsible for its formation.

3. RESULTS
Texture obtained by liquid crystal p-azoxyanisole [12-13] is monotropically nematic i.e.
exhibiting same texture in both heating and cooling in nature with all the molecules oriented in
specified direction where the center of gravity of molecule coincides with centre of symmetry.
These nematic phases are characterized with first order transition [14]. As the relative positions
each pixels are identical statistical approach is realized. Analysis of texture is performed with its
distribution of its gray values at each and every point of image and computes certain set of
statistical features that describe the texture. Statistical type of procedure in analysis is applicable
when the texture primitives are comparable with pixel sizes of first order. This type of analysis
explores the texture features [15-19] like energy, entropy, auto correlation, contrast, correlation,
cluster prominence, dissimilarity, homogeneity, variance, sum average, sum variance, difference
variance, sum and difference entropy. These extracted features are expressed as function of
temperature. The significant features of textures are illustrated in compact way labeling as
parameter on Y axis that alter with temperature on X axis as illustrated from figures 3 to figure 7
along with their variations. The results of analysis by textures are attributed graphically with
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sufficient explanation and relationships that lead to liquid crystalline nature of nematic.
Processing of textures in the experiment was conducted with database of 91 images collected for
entire liquid crystal both in heating and cooling and an accuracy of 100 % is retrieved. An
illustrative texture of its representation is indicated in figure 2 in cooling process.

Figure 2: Illustrative nematic texture
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Figure 3: Illustration of Auto correlation, Energy and Entropy
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Figure 4: Illustration of Correlation and Contrast
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Figure 5: Illustration of Cluster variance, Homogeneity, Maximum probability and Cluster shade
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Figure.6: Illustration of Sum variance, variance, Sum Average and Difference variance
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Figure 7: Illustration of Sum and Difference Entropy
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4. DISCUSSION
A number of features from textures are obtained by the following equations with number of gray
levels as G and µ’s are the means of P representing the matrix elements corresponding to the
pixels x and y. The following 15parameters are attributed along with relevant expressions.
Entropy which measures randomness that is scalar quantity representing on grayscale image that
gives statistical measure of randomness used to characterize the texture of the input image
defined as
Entropy = Entropy of local attributes measures the predictability of a region that correspond to pixel
intensities corresponding to a piecewise constant region. For entropy characterized with lower
value is predictable further in statistical measurement its sum and difference is calculated by the
relation
Sum Entropy = Difference entropy = -

log

The parameters responsible for the formation of texture characterized with low values of energy
and entropy indicate the predictable textures are illustrated in figure 3.
Texture features such as contrast contribute to the determination of visual salience and thus can
act to guide the selection process. A feature of the texture is that the intensity of each pixel
gradually decreases before reaching to its isotropic state that has different patterns .A feature of
study is that the even odd effect is observed between correlation and contrast as illustrated in
figure 4.
Correlation analysis presents unique way of understanding the variables such as entropy and
energy with precise attribute
Correlation =
Autocorrelation is the cross correlation of a intensity of pixel with itself that provide similarity
between the observations as function of temperature that provide repeating of patterns that
remain unaltered.
For a given texture of embedded in a surrounding background of similar texture the perceived
contrast of the texture depends substantially on the contrast of the background further texturecontrast illusion that does not involve eye movements.
A measure of contrast or local intensity variation will favour contributions from P(i, j) away from
the diagonal elements with its representation in matrix form by relation
Contrast =

│i-j│ = n
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Sum average of given texture it is required to quantify intuitive qualities like rough, smooth etc as
a function of the spatial variation in pixel intensities which is performed by obtaining standard
deviation of pixels in a neighborhood with corresponding relation
Sum Average =
Certain interesting features like shading, disappearance of pixels results in texture of resulting in
reduced intensity of pixels that result in cluster Shade represented by
3

xP

The local bright and dark regions that favor the texture is characterized with cluster prominence
4
with
x
The statistical attributes of the texture further provide quantities leading to
Variance =

2

Homogenity =

.
2

The parameters of figure 5 reflect the local significance of the texture in comparison with its
nearest neighborhood within the limit of 2 units. The parameter sum variance greater by 60 units
with its difference is linear and its variance and sum average differed by 10 units is illustrated in
figure 6. At the conclusive study the parameters change in similar manner with sum entropy[20]
predominant that the difference by 0.8 as illustrated in figure 7.

5. CONCLUSIONS
An attempt is made with framework for the examining the texture at different temperatures at
every pixel of texture locally and its neighborhood points. Texture is analyzed with MATLAB by
processing the image that alter with temperature. Its primitives measured are comparable with
pixel sizes of first order with statistical type of procedure applicable in analysis. All significant
features vary with temperature indicating the liquid crystalline nature of the material involving
transitions from crystalline-nematic –isotropic and vice versa. Averaging of significant
parameters with temperature can improve as contrast of texture. Studies of random texture reveal
interesting features like cluster shade and cluster prominence that emphasize locally shadowed
areas, homogeneity is almost an inverse function of energy associated with texture. The analysis
of autocorrelation indicates the fineness of texture is same from its variation with temperature.
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